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About This Content

The FighterZ Pass is a direct ticket to an even more explosive fighting experience, with no less than 8 additional mighty
characters. So start sharpening your skills on new fighting styles, gameplay mechanics and even more team combinations!

And those new fighters also come with their respective stamp, set of alternative colors and Lobby Avatars.

DRAGON BALL FighterZ is born from what makes the DRAGON BALL series so loved and famous: endless spectacular
fights with its all-powerful fighters.

Partnering with Arc System Works, DRAGON BALL FighterZ maximizes high end Anime graphics and brings easy to learn
but difficult to master fighting gameplay.
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Title: DRAGON BALL FighterZ - FighterZ Pass
Genre: Action
Developer:
Arc System Works
Publisher:
BANDAI NAMCO Entertainment
Franchise:
FRANCHISE
Release Date: 26 Jan, 2018

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7/8/10 (64-bit OS required)

Processor: AMD FX-4350, 4.2 GHz / Intel Core i5-3470, 3.20 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Radeon HD 6870, 1 GB / GeForce GTX 650 Ti, 1 GB

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Sound Card: DirectX compatible soundcard or onboard chipset

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Korean,Polish,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese
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I just want to know what characters they add. If you have read some other comments then you should know. The 8 characters
aren't out yet tho will be added. From that you also get and i quote "those new fighters also come with their respective stamp, set
of alternative colors and Lobby Avatars." if you still don't get that part. It basically means you get those 8 characters playable
AND as lobby avaters and ALTERNATIVE COLORS: Not to mention (maybe more then one) their stamp. If you are looking
through through the DLC's without having the game and thinking "What is a stamp used for?" well their used for in game chat
as PICTURES that you can have fun with. You can also set a presetted message from the game to a stamp for your choosing. If
you ask me this is highly worth it for the main reason its 8 new characters, 8 new lobby avaters for free, alt colors plus some
stamps. Also the other DLC's is worth it if you ask me tho thats my opinion.

Hope this was helpful!. So its good, and I a worth while purchase,

But..
1. Description wording (to me) makes this sound like a season pass, so when i heard that videl and jiren were being released i
was excited to see them, and i didn't, surprise-surprise. Either way the wording "no less than 8 additional characters" makes it
sound like you would get the first dlc characters, and as more release, them as well.

2.This is costly as \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665, I don't think that I should pay $35 for 8 characters, and thats it. Like $35 for the
8 fighters, and early SSB Goku and Vegeta unlock seems a better value. Or even better 8 new fighters, SSB Vegeta and goku,
and maybe some like additional story arc for single player or something.

Ultimately this is my opinion, and most of the time nobody bothers to read reviews anyway so if you do let me know on your
opinion. Slightly overpriced but top quality content. Suprised at how well they nailed old school Goku and Vegita.. This game is
awesome!

I do have one question. Do SSGSS Goku and Vegeta come with this?
They havent been activated for me since I bought this. Do you like this game?
If the answer is yes, then you should buy this pass. A lot of the characters are very viable and versatile.. This game has ruined
my life and i dont even watch dragon ball 10\/10. does anyone know when the characters are going to be released?. I really can't
recommend this at all. Unless you like the game alot and want more characters to fill your desires, it is not worth it. 8 character
for 35$ USD, and half of them aren't even that interesting. This amounts to 4.31$ USD for each character, and while that
doesn't sound bad, you can get so much with 35$ on steam. Only get this on sale, that's what I did, and even I can't say it was a
good deal. P.S Bandai Namco has a history of overpriced dlcs, so keep this in mind for every other dlc released for their games..
is good for dbz fan.
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We get:
Vegito, Cooler, Bardock, Broly, Base Goku, Base Vegeta, Android 17, and Fusion Zamasu.. It took a year but finally it is the
price it should be. 8 dlc characters included, hopefully includes the second season as well. uhhh it says broly and bardock are
there but i cant get them atm but uhhh thats okay cuz im sure theyll fix it so yeah u should buy this. I LOVE THIS GAME! even
though you see their are ways to do maximum damage it is all depending on your opponent how you are able to react. The
characters are great and fighting style is the best i've seen in a dragon ball z game and i love playing this with friends every day. I
would give it a 10\/10 but the story dialogue is great but the NPC is absolutely horrible doing the story which made it dreadful.
Even if your not a dbz fan if you like fighting games you should buy this. #GokuPump. Meh, hoping this becomes more worth
while with more characters added to it this year, otherwise you save all of \u00a32 where should you not want one or two of the
characters then you save more money instead of gambling and paying almost the price of the game again for 8 unannouned
characters you may or may not want.
Wait its a typical Bandai game...
And surprise surprise they are going to make you pay for another season pass with
a\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665line up of characters at a rip off price with no new content added to the gameplay
itself.. The price is right when on discount.. This should be half the price
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